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Executive summary 

Use of Network File System (NFS) based datastores for a VMware virtual environment is becoming 

increasingly popular due to the ease of implementation and management capabilities available with 

Network Attached Storage (NAS) solutions. Some of the challenges system administrators face while 

optimizing NAS based solutions for VMware includes the lack of native multipathing options within the 

hypervisor like those available for SAN based storage. This paper provides best practices and 

performance optimization recommendations for the Dell EqualLogic FS7500 Unified NAS storage 

solution in virtualized environments based on VMware vSphere. It also shows how EqualLogic FS7500 

scales with the addition of storage resources for a specific virtual workload use-case scenario. 

Based on our tests, the best practices that we suggest for the EqualLogic FS7500 in a VMware based 

virtualized environment to load balance across multiple network paths and improve network utilization 

are: 

• Increase the number of NIC uplinks associated with the host vSwitch connected to the NAS 

network to improve network and storage throughput 

• Use the IP Hash-based load balancing policy for the ESXi host vSwitch uplinks along with the 

source and destination IP hashing policy on the corresponding switch port LAG connected to 

the NAS network  

• Use the maximum number of NAS service virtual IP addresses to improve network and storage  

throughput to fit with the IP Hash-based load balancing policy on the ESXi host vSwitch 

• Increasing the number of ESXi hosts in a deployment improves network utilization and offers 

read throughput optimization 

Storage scalability studies with FS7500 using a sample virtual workload offered the following results: 

• Doubling block storage resources for the NAS reserve (EqualLogic PS Series arrays) offered 

more than twice the amount of scaling for our workload 

• Doubling both EqualLogic PS Series arrays and the FS7500 NAS appliance yielded three times 

the amount of scaling for our workload 
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1 Introduction 
Today datacenter administrators in businesses of all sizes are facing an efficiency challenge. Due to 

the rapid growth of collaboration and e-business applications along with regulatory compliance 

requirements, server and storage needs are continually growing while IT budgets are either stagnant 

or shrinking. To address the server side efficiency issues, virtualization solutions such as those from 

VMware®, Microsoft®, and Citrix®, where resources of a single physical server are shared across 

multiple virtual machines, deliver high asset utilization and eliminate the problems that result from 

having to maintain and manage large number of underutilized physical servers. Similarly, the problem 

of underutilization of storage resources associated with Direct Attached Storage (DAS) is dramatically 

reduced with networked storage. This is particularly important for a virtual environment because the 

only way to take full advantage of server virtualization is with consolidated storage pools. For example, 

the ability to move live virtual machines is only enabled with shared storage devices.  

Hypervisors, such as those from VMware and Citrix, support both networked storage options—storage 

area network (SAN) and network attached storage (NAS). Over time, many datacenters may end up 

with multiple islands of SAN and NAS with separate vendor-specific storage management consoles 

that are not easy to use. Once assigned to virtualization engines (such as VMware) the ability to easily 

grow the namespace capacity and performance in NAS is beneficial. Also NAS offers lower cost-per-

port. When using NAS in a virtualized environment, some tuning can be performed for optimal 

operation.  

The goal of this paper is to establish: 

• Best practices for configuring the supporting network and storage infrastructure when 

deploying the Dell™ EqualLogic™ FS7500 Unified Storage Solution in a virtualized 

environment based on VMware  

• Scalability characteristics of the storage solution when supporting a virtualized environment 

hosting a mix of enterprise applications  

• Best practices and characteristics of the storage solution when supporting different virtual 

infrastructure operational scenarios 

1.1 Audience 
This paper directly benefits solution architects, storage network engineers, system administrators, and 

IT managers who need to understand how to design, properly size, and deploy FS7500 for use in their 

virtualized environments. It provides proof to purchasing decision makers that FS7500 and underlying 

FluidFS can keep up with the I/O demands and routine virtual infrastructure operations in a virtualized 

environment. In addition, it provides scaling guidelines. 

1.2 Terms 
EqualLogic PS Series Group and Member 

The foundation of the EqualLogic storage solution is the PS Series group, which includes 

one or more PS Series arrays (group members) connected to an IP network and managed 

as a single system. 

EqualLogic Storage Pool  
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By default, a group provides a single pool of storage. If there are multiple members, group 

space can be divide into different storage pools and then members assigned to each. 

Pools help organize storage according to application usage and provide a way to allocate 

resources, from a single-system management view. 

EqualLogic Volume  

Volumes are created to access storage space in a pool and are mounted on host operating 

systems as physical drives. Volume size and attributes can be modified on-demand. 

NAS Service  

A NAS service provides support for NAS file system in a PS Series group. UNIX and 

Windows clients view a NAS service as one virtual file server, hosting multiple CIFS shares 

and NFS exports.  

A NAS service requires at least one EqualLogic FS7500 hardware configuration. The 

EqualLogic FS7500 includes the following components : 

- Two FS7500 Controller (NAS Controller) units with pre-installed file serving 

software  

- One FS7500 Backup Power Supply System (BPS) unit  

NAS Reserve 

When a NAS service is configured, a portion of a single storage pool’s space is allocated to 

the NAS reserve.  As part of the service configuration, the NAS reserve is configured with 

Dell Fluid File System (FluidFS), which is a high-performance, highly-scalable file system. 

The NAS reserve is used to store the following: 

- Internal operation data. Each node pair requires 250 GB of space 

- NAS client data 

NAS Volumes 

The NAS reserve consists of NAS volumes in the storage pool selected for the NAS 

reserve.  The number of NAS volumes depends on the NAS reserve size. 

NAS File System 

To provision NAS storage, multiple NAS file systems are created in a NAS service.   In a file 

system, multiple CIFS shares and NFS exports can be created. Access to shares and exports 

is through NAS service IP address.   

NAS Service IP address 

Clients connect to file systems through a single or multiple NAS service IP address (virtual 

IP address), providing a single-system view of the NAS storage environment. 
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2 Overview of Dell EqualLogic FS7500 Unified Storage 
solution 

The FS7500 is a high performance unified storage solution that integrates with new and existing 

EqualLogic PS Series storage arrays and enables customers to easily configure and manage iSCSI, CIFS, 

and NFS access in a single flexible storage pool using the EqualLogic Group Manager. The unique 

scale-out architecture of the solution lets customers expand storage capacity and/or system 

performance as needs change over time.  

For more information about the FS7500, see the Dell publication, Scalability & Deployment Best 

Practices for the Dell EqualLogic FS7500 NAS System as a File Share Solution at 

http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/w/wiki/equallogic-fs7500-nas-scalability-and-

deployment.aspx. 

2.1  EqualLogic FS7500 in virtualized environment  
Using a NAS based NFS datastore for a VMware virtual environment provides ease of implementation 

and management benefits. The VMware hypervisor handles datastore provisioning and mapping in 

much the same way that users connect to folders on a shared NAS file server. No specialized training 

is required for this option, and it reduces administrative overhead. NAS-based datastores in a VMware 

environment provide most of the basic functionality of block-based storage volumes. 

The highly-scalable FS7500 can easily handle a growing virtualized environment without costly fork-

lift upgrades or unnecessary downtime. The FS7500 ensures that whichever storage protocol you 

choose, CIFS or NFS, your performance will scale linearly as you add additional capacity. 

Advantages such as ease of use of NAS, lower cost per port, increased scalability of NAS storage 

devices, have resulted in wider adoption of NAS storage in the virtualized data center.  

2.2 Architecture and Setup 
The EqualLogic FS7500 is a unified storage solution that supports both block based iSCSI SAN and file 

based NAS. The VMware environment can choose to deploy file or block or a combination of both for 

storage access. Figure 1 shows a high-level architecture of a VMware virtualized environment with 

unified storage. Storage connectivity details are abstracted in the figure. 

 

http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/w/wiki/equallogic-fs7500-nas-scalability-and-deployment.aspx
http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/w/wiki/equallogic-fs7500-nas-scalability-and-deployment.aspx
http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/w/wiki/equallogic-fs7500-nas-scalability-and-deployment.aspx
http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/w/wiki/equallogic-fs7500-nas-scalability-and-deployment.aspx
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Figure 1 Typical high level architecture of virtualized environment with unified storage 

In SAN environments, also referred to as block based storage, VMware ESXi hosts use VMFS formatted 

block volumes for datastores. Typically ESXi servers will connect to the storage via a SAN which will be 

Ethernet based for iSCSI. The iSCSI I/O traffic would use the Multipath I/O (MPIO) stack on VMware 

and a storage vendor specific plug-in can be implemented with VMware pluggable storage 

architecture (PSA) to customize the MPIO functionality for particular storage architecture. EqualLogic 

Multipathing Extension Module (MEM) is the EqualLogic aware specific plugin for VMware environment 

deploying PS Series arrays. With block based SAN storage additional VMware features such as block 

zeroing, full copy, and hardware assisted locking are enabled via VAAI (vStorage APIs for Array 

Integration). 

More information about VAAI is available at vmware.com: http://kb.vmware.com/kb/1021976.  

http://kb.vmware.com/kb/1021976
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Dell EqualLogic PS Series arrays support these VAAI operations, and more information is available 

in this technical report - http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=10307. 

Another option for storing data in virtualized environment is NAS storage, also referred to as file based 

storage. In NAS environments, VMware ESXi servers will mount NFS exports as datastores via a LAN 

network. The EqualLogic FS7500 NAS appliance provides NFS based file systems suitable for hosting 

VMware ESXi datastores. The highly-scalable FS7500 supports a growing virtualized environment 

without costly fork-lift upgrades or unnecessary downtime. Additional ESXi host servers can be 

seamlessly configured with NAS storage access by simply mounting the NFS exports over the network. 

On the backend, the FS7500 appliance hosts the NAS file systems on a NAS reserve which uses the 

block volumes served by PS Series arrays for storing file system data. Additional appliance or PS Series 

arrays can be added for scaling capacity and performance when future needs arise. 
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3 NFS network and host configuration  
To develop the best practices for networking and ESX host configuration with the FS7500, we created 

a test configuration to simulate the I/O patterns of different application workloads. We ran three tests 

to ensure that the configuration was optimized to handle sequential write, sequential read, and 

random read/write workloads. The next sections cover the test results and best practices including the 

configuration for the tests.  

3.1 Test configuration 
To determine the networking best practices for the FS7500 in a virtualized environment, we needed to 

generate a workload that would simulate the I/O patterns of enterprise application workloads running 

in a virtualized environment. We chose Iometer (http://iometer.org/doc/downloads.html) which is an 

open source I/O workload generator and can run on NTFS formatted disks. The following describe the 

overall test configuration: 

• We used three EqualLogic PS6100X arrays configured in a single EqualLogic storage pool. 

Each array had 24 x 300 GB 10K RPM drives configured in RAID 10.  

• The arrays were connected to two PowerConnect 7048 switches in a redundant configuration 

for high availability. The switches were stacked using the supported stacking modules and 

cables. 

• Two FS7500 controllers were used in this configuration. Each FS7500 controller was 

connected to the PC7048 switches with SAN and internal NICs. All the connections were split 

across the stack. 

• Two Dell PowerEdge R815s were installed with VMware vSphere ESXi 5.0 and configured with 

one virtual machine on each. 

• The FS7500 also had a stacked pair of 7048 switches on the front-end. The FS7500 front-end 

connections and ESXi host to switch connections were split across the stack. 

• Depending on the type of test, one or two hosts with one virtual machine (VM) each were 

used. Iometer was installed on virtual machines. Figure 2 shows the overall hardware 

architecture for these tests. 

http://iometer.org/doc/downloads.html
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Figure 2  Hardware architecture  for networking and host configuration studies 
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• A virtual switch was built on each ESXi host that was used to communicate with the NAS file 

systems exported by the FS7500 appliance. A VMkernel (vmknic) port and four uplink NICs 

were assigned to the vSwitch as shown in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3 vSwitch on host 

3.2 Test workloads 
Iometer workloads were run on 300 GB virtual hard drives assigned to the virtual machines. 

Depending on the type of test, up to eight virtual hard drives (vmdk) were assigned to each VM. 

The following workloads were run:  

• Sequential write with 16 worker threads per drive – representing workloads such as disk 

backup, video streaming, and rendering  

• Sequential read with 16 worker threads per drive – representing workloads such as DSS/OLAP 

database, HPCC, and media streaming 

• Random read/write – representing workloads such as OLTP database, e-mail server, web 

server, file server, and Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) 

For the random workload, the number of threads per drive was adjusted so that the I/O response time 

was capped at 20 ms for reads and writes. Each test ran a single workload type for 30 minutes. Details 

on the workload types are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 Workloads 

Workload type Block size Read/Write ratio 
Sequential read 256 K 100% / 0% 
Sequential write 64K 0% / 100% 
Random read write 8K 67% / 33% 
 

We used these three workload types because they represent common data center I/O patterns over a 

variety of enterprise applications.  

3.3 NFS network load balancing and redundancy  
VMware host storages access with NFS and iSCSI have different mechanisms when using multiple 

network paths to achieve network redundancy and increase aggregate network throughput. 

iSCSI I/O traffic uses the MPIO stack on VMware and a storage vendor specific plug-in can be 

implemented with VMware pluggable storage architecture (PSA) to customize the MPIO functionality 

for particular storage architecture. EqualLogic MEM is the EqualLogic specific plugin. One VMkernel 

NIC port (vmknic) is associated per iSCSI physical NIC via vSwitch port groups. Vmknic ports are 
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associated with the iSCSI software initiator and are load balanced using iSCSI MPIO stack within the 

host.  

For more information on configuring iSCSI MPIO on VMware with EqualLogic storage, please refer 

to the following technical reports: 

Configuring and Installing the EqualLogic Multipathing Extension Module for VMware vSphere 4.1 

and PS Series SANs - http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=9823 

Configuring and Installing the EqualLogic Multipathing Extension Module for VMware vSphere 5 

and PS Series SANs - http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=10798 

Configuring iSCSI Connectivity with VMware vSphere 5 and Dell EqualLogic PS Series Storage - 

http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=10799 

Configuring VMware vSphere Software iSCSI with Dell EqualLogic PS Series Storage - 

http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=8453 

VMware ESX does not include native support for NFS I/O load balancing. An NFS export is mounted on 

the ESX host via a VMkernel NIC port (vmknic). To enable this, a vmknic port configured with an IP 

address on the NAS client subnet is assigned to a vSwitch. Physical NICs on the host which are 

attached to the NAS client network are mapped to this vSwitch as uplinks. All NFS traffic passes 

through this single vmknic from the hypervisor. ESXi vSwitches are designed such that, even if we 

create multiple vmknic ports (on same or multiple vSwitches), by default the first created vmknic port 

on the NAS subnet is used for all traffic on that subnet. This traffic on the vmknic port in turn gets 

mapped to a single uplink (physical NIC) configured on the vSwitch if a port based or MAC based load 

balancing policy is used on the vSwitch (See Figure 4 below).  

http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=9823
http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=10798
http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=10799
http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=8453
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Figure 4 vSwitch with MAC Based or Port based load balancing 

Using MAC or port-based vSwitch load balancing schemes does not provide the increased bandwidth 

or redundancy that can be achieved by using multiple physical NIC uplinks from the ESX host for NFS 

traffic. In order to balance the load on the physical uplink NICs on vSwitch using the single vmknic 

port, we have to rely on the IP hash-based load balancing policy available on the vSwitch. If multiple 

target IP addresses available on NAS are used, then traffic from the single vmknic port can be load 

balanced across multiple uplinks using this load balancing policy (See Figure 5 below). The physical 

switch that the physical uplink ports are connected to needs to be configured with a similar load 

balancing policy using static link aggregation group (LAG). This policy can effectively load balance NFS 

traffic from the ESXi host to the NFS server across multiple uplinks. 
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Figure 5 vSwitch with IP Hashing load balancing 

To configure the ESXi host vSwitch for IP hash-based load balancing policy, use the following steps: 

1. Configure ESXi vSwitch and vmknic port: Build a virtual switch on each ESXi host to 

communicate with the NAS client network. Assign a vmknic port and two or more physical 

uplink NICs to it.  

2. Configure ESXi vSwitch to use Static Link Aggregation (to use the IP Hash-based load 
balancing policy): The vSwitch has three load balancing options: route based on the 

originating virtual port ID, Route based on IP hash, and Route based on source MAC hash. With 

route based on the originating virtual port ID, the throughput cannot exceed bandwidth of one 

NIC because the vmknic port of the virtual switch is bound to one specific physical NIC. 

Adding more vmknic ports does not help because for a given subnet the ESX host always 

chooses the first vmknic port it can find to transfer data. Similarly, in the case of MAC-based 

load balancing, the vmknic port’s MAC address is associated with one physical NIC. Therefore 

only one physical NIC bandwidth gets used. We recommend that the vSwitch uses the load 

balancing method “Route based on IP hash” as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Setting load balancing policy on the vSwitch 

3. Configure corresponding switch ports to static LAG with the appropriate Hashing mode: 
Ensure that the participating physical uplink NICs on vSwitch are connected to the 

corresponding ports on the external physical switch configured with static link aggregation. 

For these ports on the switch, make a port-group to perform 802.3ad link aggregation in static 

mode.  (See this procedure in Appendix B). In the PC7048 switch, seven load balancing 

algorithms are available. We tested various algorithms and found that the source and 

destination IP hash-based load balancing algorithm utilized the network optimally. The actual 

distribution of traffic across the link aggregation links will vary based on the hashing algorithm 

chosen and the implementation of the hashing algorithm within a switch model. The topology 

details such as the number of hosts, host ports, storage and storage ports will also affect the 

utilization.  
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4. Configure NFS target to have multiple IP addresses: On the EqualLogic FS7500, configure the 

NAS service with multiple NAS service IP addresses (see Figure 7). In our configuration, we 

created eight NAS service IP addresses (maximum available with one FS7500). Load balancing 

techniques on the physical switch and the ESXi host are based on IP hashing. Therefore, more 

IPs are used in communication and more host, target NICs, and intermediate switch ports are 

used, which increases the overall throughput.  

  
Figure 7 NAS service virtual IP addresses 

5. Mount NFS exports across multiple NAS IP addresses and distribute the load over multiple IP 
addresses: Use the multiple NAS service IP addresses in ESXi host to map the same NFS export 

or multiple exports to same backend NAS volume as multiple datastores as shown in Figure 8. 

Create alias paths to the same datastore by using different IP addresses. By using multiple 

target IP addresses, we are forcing the use of more NICs on the host side and storage side, 

which increases the utilization of available network bandwidth. The host side NIC load 

balancing is handled by the virtual switch per IP address hashing. 
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Figure 8 Multiple datastore mounts to same NFS export via multiple NAS services IP addresses 

We conducted sequential write I/O studies using Iometer from a single VM running on a single ESXi 

host. The vSwitch was studied with the three different load balancing policies. A vmknic was 

configured for mounting NFS exports as ESX datastores. For all of the load balancing algorithms, we 

mounted the same NFS export from the FS7500 using four different NAS service IP addresses as four 

different datastores. In all three cases we configured the vSwitch with 4 x 1GbE uplink NICs (vmnics). 

The ports on the switch connected to these NICs were set to static LAG mode with ‘source and 

destination IP hashing’ algorithm. The write throughput measured by Iometer was monitored and 

analyzed. 

The following figure shows the write throughput as measured from Iometer with different load 

balancing techniques: 
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Figure 9 Write throughput with different load balancing techniques 

Since port-based and MAC-based load balancing maps traffic to a single NIC uplink, the measured 

throughput was close to the line rate of one NIC. With IP hash-based load balancing and using 

multiple target IP addresses, the NFS traffic was load balanced across all four NIC uplinks and we 

obtained throughput close to line rate of all four NICs. 

3.4 NAS File Systems and ESX datastores 
In addition to the networking and host configuration listed in section 3.1, a system administrator has to 

make various choices like the number of NAS volumes and ESX datastores to be configured and the 

number of host side NICs used to communicate with NAS. The following subsections discuss the 

impacts of some of these variables. 

3.4.1 Number of datastores 
Increasing the number of NAS file systems (NAS virtual containers) on the FS7500 does not 

significantly affect the network throughput performance (read and write throughput in MBps). A NAS 

file system is a virtual entity and does not affect performance throughput. Performance is primarily 

affected by the number of FS7500 appliances and the NAS reserve disk configuration. NAS file systems 

virtually span the available NAS reserve space, which can be increased or decreased based on dynamic 

needs. Similarly, additional FS7500 appliances can be added to an existing appliance and all NAS file 

systems would be automatically load-balanced across the available appliances. Administrators can 

choose to deploy multiple NAS file systems for ease of management (file quotas) and segregating data 

protection tasks such as snapshot or backup for classes of data. These NAS file systems are mounted 

as datastores on the ESX host via NFS exports. In this test we varied the number of NAS file systems 

and kept the number of NAS service virtual IP addresses and number of host NICs to access the 

datastores constant. 
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Figure 10 Single or multiple NAS file systems (FS) mapped to datastores 

We ran sequential read/write tests on the two configurations. In the first configuration, the NAS 

reserve on the FS7500 had one NAS file system with one NFS export. We mounted the NFS export on 

the ESXi host server as eight datastores. We used a separate NAS service virtual IP address for each of 

the eight mounts. The host vSwitch was configured with 4 x 1GbE uplinks. 

In our second configuration we created eight NAS file systems on the NAS reserve of FS7500. The file 

system was configured with one NFS export per NAS file system. We mounted the NFS exports on the 

ESXi host server as eight datastores. We used a separate NAS service virtual IP address for each of the 

eight mounts. The host vSwitch was configured with 4 x 1GbE uplinks. The throughout measured in 

both configurations is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 Throughput with single and multiple NAS file systems 

We did not find a significant difference in throughput behavior in either case as seen in Figure 11. We 

achieved close to line rate throughput in both cases. From a performance optimization standpoint, it 

does not make a difference to deploy a single or multiple NAS file systems within the FS7500. 

However, to enable ease of management for applications and infrastructure, we do recommend use 

of multiple NAS file systems as required. This will not significantly impact the overall throughput 

performance. 

3.4.2 Number of host NICs connected  
Increasing the number of physical uplink NICs associated with the host vSwitch improves network 

throughput performance in terms I/O. This holds true only if multiple target NAS service IP addresses 

are used to access the datastore and the IP hashing load balancing policy is used on the vSwitch.  

IP hashing algorithm on the ESXi host vSwitch uses a different NIC to transfer data for each unique 

target NAS service IP address. Therefore, adding NICs improves throughput by enabling more physical 

NICs to be utilized on the host. We conducted a series of tests with different number of NIC uplinks to 

the vSwitch. The number of uplinks was varied to up to eight. We simulated sequential read and write 

I/O from a VM using Iometer. The vSwitch load balancing was set as IP hash-based load balancing. We 

used a single NFS export from the FS7500 mounted as eight different datastores using up to eight 

different NAS service IP addresses. We used the corresponding number of NAS service IP addresses to 

mount new datastores as the number of NIC uplinks were varied on the vSwitch. 
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Figure 12 Increase in write throughput with increase in number of NICs and Virtual IP addresses 

With more NICs, we saw an increase in throughput measured. We tested configurations from one NIC 

up to eight NICs on the ESX host. In the figure above, the addition of more than four NICs does not 

improve performance significantly since the backend disk configuration was saturated, so the 

throughput is shown for only up to four NICs. Generally the throughput obtained scaled with the 

number of physical NICs as long as sufficient backend disk resources are provided. 

3.4.3 NAS service IP addresses used to connect to the datastore 
Using the maximum number of NAS service virtual IP addresses enables better network throughput 

from the FS7500 to fit with the IP based load balancing policy on the ESXi host vSwitch. The FS7500 

can be accessed using multiple virtual NAS service IP addresses. These can be assigned through group 

manager. Eight and 16 virtual IP addresses are available with use of one (two controllers) and two (four 

controllers) FS7500s respectively. 
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Figure 13 FS7500 NAS Service IP settings 

On the ESXi host, use alias connections to the same NFS export and mount multiple datastores each 

using different NAS service virtual IP addresses to the same export. In this configuration, multiple 

virtual IP addresses load balanced to separate NICs on the storage side and on the host side are 

utilized. On the host side, vSwitch load balancing will spread traffic across multiple host NICs. On the 

storage side, the FS7500 load balancing mechanism will spread traffic across multiple FS7500 front-

end NICs. This has the effect of increasing the network throughput for both read and write I/O 

provided the virtual machine workload is evenly spread across these datastores.  

The figure below illustrates mounting the same NFS export as sixteen datastores using sixteen NAS 

service virtual IP addresses. 

 
Figure 14 Connections for multiple datastores to same NFS export 
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The following figure shows logical connections (NFS mounts) between the ESXi hosts and the NFS 

exports on the FS7500. 
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Figure 15 Utilization of multiple IPs and datastores to same NFS file system 

It must be noted that the workload on ESXi hosts should be reasonably uniform over all the datastores 

to get optimal throughput and utilization of all host side and storage side NICs. This is because we 

distributed datastore mounts across different target virtual IP addresses which are mapped to different 

host NICs and target NICs based on load balancing schemes on the host, target, and network. 

For tests and results, refer to section 3.4.2. When using additional Virtual IP address on the FS7500 to 

connect to a new datastore, we saw an increase in throughput measured.   

3.4.4 Number of ESXi hosts  
Better utilization of FS7500 client network can be realized if we increase the number of ESXi hosts 

accessing the file storage, especially in the case of read I/O workloads from hosts. This is due to the 

lack of native multipathing options for NFS in ESX. Multiple ESX hosts maximize throughput utilization 

when they get load balanced across the FS7500 appliance NICs. 

As seen earlier, one host can have only one vmknic port resulting in only one source IP address per 

host for the FS7500 target controller. As we add hosts, more host IP addresses are available as 

destinations ports for the FS7500 target controller during read I/O scenarios resulting in utilization of 

all or more FS7500 client NIC ports. This increases the overall effective network throughput during 

read I/O scenarios. This is shown in Figure 16. 

For write I/O, the ESXi host vSwitch load balancing policy improves the network throughput by 

spreading data across multiple host NICs to the FS7500 target controller as described in earlier 

sections. 
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Figure 16  Read I/O throughput improvement with multiple hosts 

We simulated sequential read I/O from VMs using Iometer. In the first and second test, we used one 

and two hosts to connect to FS7500 respectively. Each host was configured with a vSwitch with four 

uplink NICs. We used a single NFS export from the FS7500 mounted as eight different datastores using 

eight different NAS service IP addresses. In the first case, all datastores were mounted on single host. 

In the second case, four datastores were mounted per host. In both the tests, the vSwitch load 

balancing was set as IP hash-based load balancing.  
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Figure 17 Increase in read throughput with increase in number of hosts 

When the number of hosts increased, we saw an increase in aggregate read throughput measured. 

The figure above shows that doubling the hosts almost doubled (194%) the read throughput. The 

FS7500 can deliver the optimal levels of read and write throughput based on appliance and disk 

configuration. Multiple ESX hosts are required to maximize the throughput offered by FS7500. 

3.4.5 VMware specific recommendations 
VMware provides Best practices recommendations to optimize performance for NFS datastores. These 

Best practices are available in the following document: 

http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/VMware_NFS_BestPractices_WP_EN.pdf   

In our tests we did not see much of a network throughput improvement by implementing these 

recommendations. However, this may be because we did not exceed 16 datastores which might not 

be enough datastores to show improvement in performance from the parameter tuning 

recommended in the above document.  

We conducted sequential read and write I/O tests from a single ESXi host connecting to 16 data stores 

mounted to the same NFS export via eight NAS service IP addresses. The ESXi vSwitch was configured 

with four NIC uplinks with an IP hash-based load balancing policy. In both tests, the throughput rate 

observed was approximately the same. The following figures show performance with the 

recommendations implemented and without the recommendations implemented (default values). 
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Figure 18 Read and write throughput with and without implementing VMware specific recommendations 

3.5 Virtual infrastructure operations  
In addition to regular application workloads running in the virtualized environment, there are also 

maintenance and support operations like virtual machine cloning and storage vMotion involved in a 

typical virtualized environment.  

We recommend that these operations should be done with data stores mounted over multiple NAS 

service virtual IP addresses. This will help to improve the network throughput performance and 

duration of operations.  

The following graph shows the time saved by doing these operations on NFS mounts over multiple 

IPs. We had two datastores configured on a single ESXi host. We ran cloning tests with datastores 

mounted over one, four, and eight NAS IP addresses. The number of NIC uplinks on the vSwitch was 

set at four for all the tests. When a single virtual machine is cloned, it takes 60 minutes. Theoretically if 
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four machines are cloned, it is expected to take four times as long which is 240 minutes. However, by 

doing it over multiple IP addresses 38% of the time was saved. Similarly, for cloning eight machines, 

31% of the expected time was saved. This is because of the additional throughput achieved by load 

balancing NFS traffic over multiple physical NICs when multiple NAS service IP addresses are in use.  

  
Figure 19 Time saved during cloning operation by using multiple NAS service IP addresses and physical NICs 
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4 Scalability of FS7500 
A series of tests were conducted to study the scalability of the FS7500 solution with NFS exports 

hosted as ESXi datastores. The network and host configuration were based on the findings described 

in section 3. 

4.1 Test workload  

4.1.1 Workload modeling and application components 
A datacenter typically consolidates several diverse workloads onto a virtualization platform—a 

collection of physical servers accessing shared storage and network resources. These diverse 

workloads may include OLTP databases, email servers, collaboration (SharePoint), webservers, OLAP 

data warehouses, and other similar applications.  

For our test purposes, we chose to model a medium scale e-commerce business running a mix of 

applications in a virtualized environment. Commonly used applications and the percentage of virtual 

machines (VMs) that host these applications in a medium scale e-commerce business can be 

represented as a mix in table below:  

Table 2 Typical medium scale e-commerce environment 

Application Approximate percentage of VMs 
Windows Servers (for running Active Directory, Domain 
Controllers etc.) 

5% 

Mail servers like Microsoft Exchange Server 5% 
OLTP DB servers like Microsoft SQL Server 20% 
Microsoft SharePoint Servers 5% 
Web servers like Microsoft IIS 40% 
Middleware servers like J2EE App servers 20% 
Web 2.0/Social Media applications like Olio  5% 

 

We used this workload mix to represent a medium scale e-commerce business in our scalability 

studies for FS7500. 

4.1.2 I/O profile mapping for representative applications 
Iometer running on different VMs simulating that I/O pattern of applications described above 

generated the required mix of I/O. A set of 20 VMs was the basic building block used for the workload. 

20 VMs help to maintain the workload ratio mix described in table above. Scaling of total workload can 

be achieved by scaling the number of blocks comprising the 20 VMs. The following table shows the 

number of VMs running each workload, the transaction mix, and the resource allocation for the VMs in 

the 20 VM building blocks. The planned or target IOPS values and data set sizes for each application 

type were based on typical values representative of applications in a medium scale e-commerce 

business environment.  
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Table 3 Planned workload components 

Application # of 

VM’s 

Planned 
IOPS per 

VM 

Iometer I/O 

profile 

Typical VM resource 
allocation 

Windows Servers (for 
running Active Directory, 

Domain Controllers etc.) 

1 30 8K 70/30 read/ 
write; 100% 
random I/O 

50 GB OS, 4 vCPU and 4 
GB RAM; 200 GB data 
volume 

Mail servers like Microsoft  

Exchange Server 

1 500 for mail 
database 
data, 200 
for Log data 

32k; 50/50 
read/write; 100% 
Random  I/O for 
Database data, 
8K, 100% write 
sequential I/O 
for Log data 

50 GB OS, 4 vCPU and 8 
GB RAM; 
1240 GB for Database 
data as 4 x 310 GB 
volumes; 
120 GB for Log data as 4 x 
30 GB volumes 

OLTP DB servers like SQL 

Server 

4 1200 for 
Database 
data, 300 
for Log data 

8K; 100% 
Random I/O, 
70% Reads, 30% 
writes for 
Database data, 
8K, 100% write, 
sequential I/O 
for Log data 

50 GB OS, 4 vCPU and 8 
GB RAM; 500 GB 
Database data as 4 x 125 
GB volumes; 50 GB for 
one log volume 

Microsoft SharePoint 

Servers 

1 1000 8K 70/30 
read/write; 100% 
random I/O 

50 GB OS, 4 vCPU and 4 
GB RAM, 300 GB data 
volume 

Web servers like Microsoft 

IIS 

8 100 100% read 
random I/O, 
block size (50% 
servers 8K and 
50% servers 32K) 

50 GB OS, 2 vCPU and 4 
GB RAM, 300 GB data 
volume 

Middleware servers like 

J2EE App servers 

4 30 8K 70/30 read/ 
write; 100% 
random I/O 

50 GB OS, 4 vCPU and 8 
GB RAM, 300 GB volume 

Web 2.0/Social Media 

applications like Olio  

1 100 100% read 
random I/O, 
block size 8K 

50 GB OS, 2 vCPU and 4 
GB RAM, 300 GB data 
volume 

The actual vCPU and memory allocation for the tests were half of the planned vCPU and memory 
allocations due to limited hardware resources on the test servers. This did not impact the tests since 
Iometer is not CPU or memory intensive. 

 

4.1.3 Workload criteria 
For all application I/O workloads, I/O response time criteria for the random I/O operations were set at 

less than 20 ms as measured from Iometer. The I/O latency tolerance with random I/O applications 

such as OLTP databases, email servers, and web servers is typically under 20ms.  Also, TCP 

retransmission criteria on the storage iSCSI network were set as less than 0.5%. 

The same TCP criteria were used to test vMotion, Storage vMotion, cloning, and booting operations.  
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4.2 Test configuration 

4.2.1 FS7500 controllers and EqualLogic PS Series arrays  
For the baseline test, three EqualLogic PS6100X arrays and one FS7500 system (two controllers) were 

used. The NAS reserve was divided into three NAS file systems; the first one to store the virtual hard 

drives (VMDKs) and OS, the second one to store the simulated application database data, and the third 

one to store the simulated application log file data. This was done to isolate the VM operating system 

data, application data, and application logs due to the differing needs of performance and data 

protection options for each of them. On the ESX host, one NAS service IP address was used to access 

the OS datastore, six IP addresses were used to access the data datastore, and one IP address was 

used to access the log datastore. Figure 20 below illustrates these connections. Each ESXi host was 

configured with four NICs as uplinks for the vSwitch used for NFS access. For the baseline test, the 

capacity of OS, log data, and data File systems was 18TB, 1TB, and 2TB respectively. For the other two 

tests (with 6 PS6100 arrays), the capacity of OS, Log data, and data File systems was 36TB, 2TB, and 

4TB respectively. 
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Figure 20 Host to FS7500 connections for one FS7500 system 

In the next configuration, one FS7500 system (2 x controllers) and six PS6100X arrays were used. The 

number of datastores and IP address access policy was the same. Only the capacity of each datastore 

was expanded. The intent was to study the scalability of the solution when the PS Series arrays were 

doubled. 

In the third configuration, two FS7500 systems (4 x controllers) and six PS6100X arrays were used. 

Three datastores were used to host the OS, data, and Log data.  Out of 16 NAS service IP addresses 

available, one was used for log, one for VMDKs and OS, and remaining 14 IP addresses were used for 

data. Figure 21 below illustrates these connections. 
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Figure 21 Host to FS7500 connections for 2 x FS7500 systems 

A logical view of the three scaling test configurations described above is illustrated in figure below. 

The FS7500 systems and the PS6100X arrays in each of the configurations are illustrated. 
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Figure 22 Three scaling test configurations  
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4.2.2 Host and Hypervisor 
Two PowerEdge R815s were used as ESXi hosts. Both of the hosts access the three datastores using 

the eight VIP addresses for the first and second configuration and 16 VIP addresses for third 

configuration. For the first configuration, one block consisting of 20 VMs was equally divided over 

these two hosts such that the I/O load on each host was equal. For the second and third 

configuration, two (40 VMs) and three (60 VMs) blocks respectively were divided between the two 

hosts. A block of VMs is described in section 4.1.2 earlier. 

Figure 23 shows the overall logical components used in the test configuration. 

 

Figure 23 Logical test configuration 

Figure 24 shows the physical connections between the host servers and storage components in the 

setup, and two additional servers were used to monitor and manage the setup. A Dell PowerEdge R710 

server was used to host the VMware vCenter management station. The same R710 server also hosted 

EqualLogic SAN HeadQuarters (SANHQ) and EqualLogic Group Manager UI. The same server was also 

used to gather the performance statistics on the ESXi hosts using ‘esxtop’ utility via SSH. A Dell 

PowerEdge 1950 server ran a custom script to monitor the TCP retransmission statistics from the 

switches on the iSCSI network. The 1950 server also ran a script to gather performance statistics via 

Windows ‘perfmon’ utility on all the virtual machines. The physical connectivity of the ESXi hosts to the 

FS7500 systems and the physical connectivity of the FS7500 systems to PS Series arrays is illustrated in 

figure below. 

Perfmon 
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Figure 24  Physical Network Connectivity 
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The physical connectivity details illustrated in Figure 24 are explained below:  

• Six PS6100X series arrays (three PS Series arrays for first test and six PS Series arrays 

for the second and third tests) were used for scaling of FS7500. The arrays were 

connected in redundant fashion to two Dell PowerConnect 7048 stacked switches. 

• Jumbo frames with MTU size 9216 and flow control was enabled on the two stacked 

PowerConnect 7048 switches that were used to connect the SAN network 

• Back-end of four FS7500 controllers (two controllers for the first and second test and 

four for the third) were connected in redundant fashion to the two stacked PC7048 

SAN switches. The NICs on the FS7500 controllers for both SAN and internal 

networks were connected to the switches. 

• The FS7500 front-end client network NICs were connected in redundant fashion to 

two stacked LAN switches comprising PowerConnect 7048. 

• Four NIC ports on each host were connected to the stacked LAN switches in 

redundant fashion. For the corresponding ports on the switch, static LAG was turned 

ON and the load balancing algorithm for them was set to “source and destination IP 

hashing”.  

• Jumbo frame were set both on the ESXi host vSwitch (MTU size 9000) and on the 

switch ports (MTU size 9216). 

• The same ports that were connected to the LAN switch were used to build a vSwitch 

on the host. The load balancing algorithm on this vSwitch was set to load balancing 

based on IP hash 

• A vmknic port on the vSwitch was used to connect to the NFS exports from the 

FS7500 systems 

4.3 Test simulations and results 
The workload and VM block defined in previously was implemented for testing. Iometer ran on each 

VM and was used to generate the I/O workload. The results were recorded after the tests were run for 

eight hours ensuring the systems were in a stable state. 

Test 1: 

For the first test, 20 VMs were built across two ESXi hosts. Workloads defined in Table 3 were run on 

each VM to achieve the ideal targeted I/O mix. For this workload mix, the response time was higher 

than 20ms. In order to cap the response time to 20 ms, the load on all VMs was proportionally 

reduced so that one block would saturate the One FS7500-three array configuration. The revised 

achieved I/O mix is given in Table 4. The table lists the planned IOPS per VM and then lists the actual 

IOPs per VM.  
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Table 4 I/O mix for FS7500 scaling studies 

Application # of 
VMs 
Per 
block 

Planned 
IOPS per 
VM 

Actual IOPS per VM 

Test 1 Test 2A (2 
blocks) 

Test 2B (2.33 
blocks) 

Test 3 (3 
blocks) 

Windows 
Servers (for 
running 
Active 
Directory, 
Domain 
Controllers 
etc.) 

1 30 *20 *20 *24 *20 

Mail servers 
like 
Microsoft 
Exchange 
Server 

1 500 for 
Database 
data, 200 
for Log data 

335 for 
Database 
data, 135 for 
Log data 

335 for 
Database 
data, 135 for 
Log data 

390 for 
Database 
data, 160 for 
Log data 

335 for 
Database 
data, 135 for 
Log data 

OLTP DB 
servers like 
Microsoft 
SQL Server 

4 1200 for 
Database 
data, 300 
for Log data 

800 for 
Database 
data, 200 
for Log data 

800 for 
Database 
data, 200 for 
Log data 

930 for 
Database 
data, 230 for 
Log data 

800 for 
Database 
data, 200 
for Log data 

Microsoft 
SharePoint 
Servers 

1 1000 670 670 780 670 

Web servers 
like 
Microsoft IIS 

8 100 67 67 78 67 

Middleware 
servers like 
J2EE App 
servers 

4 30 *20 *20 *24 *20 

Web 
2.0/Social 
Media 
applications 
like Olio  

1 100 67 67 78 67 

Total IOPS  8350 5593 11186 13084 16716 
+-5% variation when actually running the workload 
*In the case of small workloads like Middleware servers, Iometer was unable to generate very few 
IOPS with the basic minimal settings, so we combined workloads of two Middleware servers on one 
VM and the other VM remained running without a workload 

 

Test 2: 

For the second test, two blocks of VMs were built across the two ESXi hosts. The final I/O mix from 

test 1 in Table 4 was run scaled as two blocks of VMs. The configuration could easily handle this 

workload and the response time was 10.88 ms. The achieved I/O mix for this test is listed in Table 4 in 

the column labeled Test 2A.  
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The load on all the VMs was proportionally increased to increase the response time for the One 

FS7500-six array configuration to 20 ms. The I/O mix achieved for this configuration is listed in Table 4 

per single block in the column labeled Test 2B. 

Test 3: 

For the third test, three blocks of VMs were used to saturate the Two FS7500 – six array configuration. 

Response time was below 20ms. The final achieved I/O mix for this configuration is given in Table 4 

per single block as Test 3. 

4.3.1 Test results 
PS Series array scalability 

Test 1 included 3 x PS Series arrays and Test 2A/2B included 6 x PS Series arrays. Test 1 ran with 1 block 

of VMs and test 2A with 2 block of VMs. Test 2B ran with about 2.33 blocks. 

The following graphs show the response time and IOPS for Test 1 with one block, Test 2A with two 

blocks, and Test 2B with 2.33 blocks.  

 
Figure 25  I/O Response time with scaling PS Series arrays 
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Figure 26  IOPS with scaling PS Series arrays 

On the One FS7500 - six array configuration with two VM blocks, response time was well below 20 ms 

while IOPS doubled in value compared to the One FS7500-three array configuration. There was 

headroom to increase the I/O workload based on our 20ms response time criteria. We increased IOPS 

on all VMs proportionally to saturate this configuration. We found that 2.33 VM blocks saturate this 

configuration. 

Our testing illustrated that doubling the number of PS Series arrays provided a greater than doubling of 

the workload that could be handled by the arrays. This is primarily due to the additional disk and PS 

controller resources added for the block volumes hosting the NAS reserve. Since the majority of I/O in 

the simulated workload is read I/O, the increase in workload capabilities can be attributed to the 

increase in backed disk volumes. 

 FS7500 and PS Series array scalability 

The following graph shows response time and IOPS for Test 1 with one block and Test 3 with three 

blocks of VMs. Test 1 included One FS7500 and three PS6100X arrays. Test 3 included Two FS7500 

and six PS6100X arrays. 
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Figure 27 I/O Response time with scaling FS7500 and PS Series arrays 

 
Figure 28  IOPS with scaling FS7500 and PS Series arrays 

Doubling both the number of arrays and the number of FS7500 NAS appliances yielded approximately 

three times the amount of I/O scaling for our workload. This is primarily due to the additional 

processing resources from both the additional NAS controllers and additional PS Series array resources 
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5 Best practices  
This section provides the best practices for the design and deployment of VMware vSphere virtualized 

infrastructure on EqualLogic FS7500. 

5.1 Storage 

5.1.1 EqualLogic FS7500 recommendations 
• Configure the maximum number of NAS service virtual IP addresses on the EqualLogic FS7500 

so that the load can be distributed across all FS7500 client network NICs and controller 

resources to improve I/O performance and throughput. 

• Configure multiple NAS file systems within the NAS reserve to segregate application data for 

ease of maintenance and data recovery isolation. 

• For higher file I/O throughput, scale the FS7500 systems along with PS Series arrays. In 

environments with very high file I/O needs, use two FS7500 systems. Make sure the backend 

PS Series arrays support the necessary I/O. 

5.1.2 EqualLogic PS Series recommendations 
• Dedicate a separate storage pool for file system NAS reserve in environments with heavy file 

I/O needs. Typically virtualized server infrastructure environments incur heavy I/O. 

• Choose the appropriate RAID type for the PS Series arrays hosting the NAS reserve based on 

capacity and workload performance requirements: 

o For user loads with a large amount of write data operations: RAID 10 offers the best 

performance at lower capacity levels. 

o For user loads with a high amount of read data operations: RAID6 offers good 

performance at high capacity levels and also sustains double drive failures. 

• For workloads with large I/O such as in virtualized environments, ensure end-to-end 

bandwidth availability between the host systems and FS7500 systems. Also enable end-to-end 

jumbo frames on the client network to assist with improved throughput. Ensure that there are 

a sufficient number of PS Series arrays deployed for the NAS reserve to provide sufficient disk 

bandwidth, network bandwidth, and processing resources. 

5.2 Host and hypervisor 
• Configure a dedicated vSwitch on the ESXi host for NFS access via the FS7500 client network. 

• Use the IP hash-based load balancing policy on the vSwitch connected to the FS7500 client 

network to get optimal distribution of NFS traffic across NIC uplinks. 

• Associate more NICs as uplinks with the vSwitch to improve throughput. Ideally this number 

should be the same as the number of NAS service IP addresses configured on the FS7500. 

• Establish multiple NFS mounts to the same NFS export/NAS file system through different 

virtual NAS service IP addresses to distribute the load across all available NIC uplinks on the 

vSwitch when using the IP hash-based load balancing policy. 

• Ensure that the application load is evenly distributed across the multiple NFS mounts to the 

same export to achieve even traffic distribution on the host NICs. 
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5.3 Network 
You should use separate network infrastructure (network switches) for the client network (LAN) and 

the FS7500 SAN + Internal Communication network. 

5.3.1 SAN design 
• Redundant inter-connected switches or switching fabrics are recommended for the SAN 

network infrastructure to ensure high-availability. Switch inter-connects (stack or LAG) should 

be properly sized with to provide the required bandwidth for the PS Series arrays. 

• Flow control should be enabled on the switch ports connecting to the FS7500 and the arrays. 

• Enable jumbo frames (MTU 9216) on the switch ports connecting to the FS7500 and the 

arrays.  

• The FS7500 internal network NIC ports and storage NIC ports should be connected so that 

any single component failure in the SAN will not disable access to any storage array volumes 

or peer FS7500 controllers. 

• The FS7500 internal NICs and SAN NICs should be on the same layer 2 network and not 

separated by VLANs. 

• For all FS7500 controllers, ensure that their corresponding NIC ports are connected on the 

same switch. For example, the first internal NIC of each FS7500 controller should connect to 

the same switch (“switch1”) in the network. The second internal NIC for each FS7500 

controller should connect to the same switch, but it can be a different switch from the first 

internal NIC (both of these NICs can connect to “switch1” or “switch2”). 

• Disable spanning tree on switch ports connecting to end devices like FS7500 ports and 

storage ports. Portfast should be enabled for these ports. 

Note: General recommendations for EqualLogic PS Series array network configuration and 

performance is provided in the following documents: 

PS Series Array Network Performance Guidelines: 
http://www.equallogic.com/resourcecenter/assetview.aspx?id=5229 

EqualLogic Configuration Guide: 
http://www.delltechcenter.com/page/EqualLogic+Configuration+Guide 

5.3.2 LAN design 
• Redundant inter-connected switches or switching fabrics are recommended for the LAN 

network infrastructure to ensure high-availability.  

o Switch inter-connects (stack or LAG) should be properly sized to provide the required 

bandwidth for the PS Series arrays.  

o Configure the ports on the switches that are connected to the host with static LAG 

and choose the source and destination based IP hashing algorithm for load balancing 

traffic across the LAG. 

• The FS7500 client network NIC ports should be connected in a way such that any single 

component failure in the LAN switches will not disable access to the file system. 

• Enable flow control on the switches connecting to the FS7500 client network NIC ports. 

• Enable jumbo frames (MTU 9216) on the switch ports connecting to the FS7500 client network 

NIC ports to assist with large file I/O requests. If enabled, ensure jumbo frames are enabled 

across the network end-to-end from the file client to the FS7500 system. 

http://www.equallogic.com/resourcecenter/assetview.aspx?id=5229
http://www.delltechcenter.com/page/EqualLogic+Configuration+Guide
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Appendix A  Solution hardware components 
Solution configuration - Hardware components: Description 

ESXi hosts • 2 x Dell PowerEdge R815 Servers: 
o ESXi 5.0 
o BIOS Version: 1.5.2 
o 4 x AMD Opteron(tm) 

Processors 6174, 2200 MHz. 

12 cores 
o 96 GB RAM 
o 6 internal disk drives 
o NIC – Broadcom quad-port 1 

Gb, Firmware: 6.0.1 BC 5.2.3 

ESXi 5.0 was installed on Hosts 

Windows Server 2008 R2 EE (64 
Bit) VMs 

Virtual 

Machines 
• Windows Server2008 R2 EE (64 Bit)  

 Management 

server 
• 1 Dell PowerEdge R710 server:  

o Windows Server2008 R2 EE 

(64 Bit) 

• 1 Dell PowerEdge1950 server: 
o Windows Server 2008 R2 EE 

(64 Bit) 

 

Network • 4 x Dell PowerConnect 7048 switch 

• Firmware: 4.1.1.9 

2 switches stacked together for 
NAS frontend. Similarly, two 
switches stacked together for NAS 
backend 

Storage • 6 x Dell EqualLogic PS6100X: 
o 24 x 900GB 10K SAS 
o Quad port dual controllers 
o Firmware: 5.1.1 (R189834) (H2) 

• 2 x FS7500 
o Firmware: v1.0.402 

  

Performance 

Monitoring 
• SAN HeadQuarters – 2.1.100.5884 

• ESXtop and vCenter Performance 

monitoring 

• Iometer output 

• Performance monitoring 

on EqualLogic arrays. 

• Performance monitoring 

and capture at the ESXi 

host. 

• Workload monitoring on 

each VM 
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Appendix B  Switch configuration 
Use this script to turn on source and destination IP hashing on the switch: 

********************************************************************************** 

enable 

configure 

interface port-channel 1 

no shut 

mtu 9216 

exit 

interface range gigabit 1/0/1-2    ** ports used to communicate with 
ESXi host** 

channel-group 1 mode ON ** default hashing is based on source and 
destination IP hash** 

mtu 9216 

exit 

copy running-config startup-config 

exit 
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Additional resources 

Referenced or recommended Dell publications: 

• Dell EqualLogic PS Series Network Performance Guidelines: 

http://www.equallogic.com/resourcecenter/assetview.aspx?id=5229 

• Dell EqualLogic PS Series Arrays: Advanced Storage Features in VMware vSphere: 

http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=10307  

• Configuring and Installing the EqualLogic Multipathing Extension Module for VMware vSphere 

4.1 and PS Series SANs - http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=9823 

• Configuring and Installing the EqualLogic Multipathing Extension Module for VMware vSphere 

5 and PS Series SANs - http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=10798 

• Configuring iSCSI Connectivity with VMware vSphere 5 and Dell EqualLogic PS Series Storage - 

http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=10799  

• Configuring VMware vSphere Software iSCSI with Dell EqualLogic PS Series Storage - 

http://www.equallogic.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=8453 

• EqualLogic Configuration Guide: 

http://www.delltechcenter.com/page/EqualLogic+Configuration+Guide  

For General FS7500 best practices: 

• Scalability & Deployment Best Practices for the Dell EqualLogic FS7500 NAS System as a File  

http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/w/wiki/equallogic-fs7500-nas-scalability-

and-deployment.aspx 

Additional publications: 

• vStorage APIs for Array Integration FAQ: http://kb.vmware.com/kb/1021976 

• Iometer downloads: http://iometer.org/doc/downloads.html  

• Best Practices for Running VMware vSphere on Network Attached Storage: 

http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/VMware_NFS_BestPractices_WP_EN.pdf  

For EqualLogic best practices white papers, reference architectures, and sizing guidelines for 

enterprise applications and SANs, refer to Storage Infrastructure and Solutions Team Publications at: 

• http://dell.to/sM4hJT  
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